Case study

Discovery
Education:
Research with
primary school
aged children

Conducting user
research to aid the
development of a
new educational
content platform
Discovery Education is undertaking a
UX research programme to support the
design of a new platform for its primary
school subscription service. We helped
by conducting user research with pupils
and teachers including questionnaires,
workshops and interviews, to deliver a
working design brief.

“This project introduced new research
methods for us, and ideas and approaches
that I’d like to use again in the future”
Ghazaleh Cousin, Lead User Researcher, Discovery Education
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Discovery Education supports schools with a
range of services and opportunities, enhancing
the way teachers teach and pupils learn. These
services add educational meaning and relevance
with award winning, curriculum-matched
digital content, interactive lessons and virtual
experiences.

The challenge
Discovery Education’s new digital learning
platform provides multimedia content to support
teaching and learning. It includes separate views
for teachers and pupils, allowing each to access
their own content. The product is aimed at primary
school pupils aged 4 to 11 (Keystage 2), so needs
to be engaging for this user group, while adding
educational value and directly supporting teachers.
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Ghazaleh Cousin, Discovery Education’s Lead User
Researcher, wanted a deeper understanding of
users’ needs, and asked us to focus our research
on the following questions:

•

What features and capabilities should be
offered to pupils?

•

How should the product interface look
and feel?

What we did
Having met with Ghazaleh and her colleagues we came up with an
approach that would help them answer the research questions.
Our approach combined the use of online questionnaires, workshops
and interviews.

1

Pupil questionnaire

We created a survey for pupils to
complete during their IT lessons at
school. This addressed children’s
use of apps and websites to help
with their school work, connect with
friends and access various content.
The results were key to development
of the pupil workshops.
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2

Teacher questionnaire

Our teacher survey investigated
pupils’ use of digital resources for
school work in class and at home,
how teachers share these resources
with pupils, and how they mark/track
progress.

3

Pupil workshops

We ran 5 workshops with small
groups of pupils. They designed their
own educational websites to help us
understand the critical and preferred
elements, and the appropriate look
and feel of websites for KS2 children.

4

Teacher interviews

We then conducted informal
interviews with teachers. This
helped us to reality-check children’s
responses, and understand how digital
resources fit into the practicalities of
teaching and learning.

Planning the pupil workshops
To make the pupil workshops effective, we
first wanted to have a deeper knowledge of
their tech use at school and at home.
We used an online survey for pupils to complete
at school during an IT lesson. In this way we
gathered information from 86 pupils across year
groups, learning about their technology use, their
favourite websites for school, and more. We also
ran a separate survey to gather teachers’ input.
We analysed the survey data and came up with
a list of about 20 relevant websites favoured by
the children. We then printed large screenshots
from each of them, for use as resources for the
workshop exercises.
We considered the relative merits of running
school versus lab-based workshops, and
concluded that we’d get much more value

from talking to children in their familiar school
environment. Finding a school willing to host
researchers for a day wasn’t easy, but we
were able to facilitate this through a personal
connection.
“System Concepts held several Skype meetings
with us before the actual research took place,”
says Ghazaleh, “Everything was planned and
organised very well, both in advance and on the
day itself.”
We planned a co-design exercise in a series of 45
minute workshops, each of which involved 3-4
pupils. The main task involved the kids designing
their own educational websites, referencing
the screenshots provided from their favourite
websites, cutting and sticking them onto their
own website design, and discussing why they
were including the things they were.

“System Concepts held several Skype meetings with us before
the actual research took place. Everything was planned and
organised very well, both in advance and on the day itself.”
Ghazaleh Cousin, Lead User Researcher, Discovery Education
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“The relationship with the System Concepts
consultants was great, and they arranged the
school visits and secured access very quickly.
The research method they came up with was
very interesting, the pupils were very engaged,
and making physical updates to the design
worked well.”

Workshop structure
1

Welcome

Each workshop was made
up of children from the same
year but different classes.
Researchers used first names
to help create an informal,
friendly and fun atmosphere.

2

Frankenstein
designs

Printed screenshots from
familiar and unfamiliar
websites and programmes
were provided, to be cut up
and incorporated into the
pupils’ designs. Children were
also encouraged to draw
elements and annotate their
designs. We held both group
and 1:1 discussions with
children during the sessions.
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3

Ghazaleh Cousin, Lead User Researcher, Discovery Education

Presentation

The children explained their
designs to the group, why
they had chosen different
elements, and what features
and functions they wanted
their website to provide.

4

Review existing
modules

Participants were shown 7
different designs of existing
Discovery Education
offerings, and provided verbal
feedback about their likes
and dislikes. We probed the
colour schemes, characters
and features of the potential
designs.

5

Wrap-up

Pupils were thanked and
rewarded for their input with
a certificate, stickers and a
pencil case.

Benefits
Analysing the survey feedback, workshop
results and teacher interviews gave us the
insights we needed to deliver a 12 point
working design brief for the pupil view
within Discovery Education’s new Espresso
platform. This gave Discovery Education
invaluable design direction as it develops the
new pupil view of its Espresso platform.

“This project introduced
new research methods
for us, and ideas and
approaches that I’d like to
use again in the future. For
instance, the use of visual
elements and collage in the
workshops got pupils more
involved and helped them to
discuss their feelings about
their likes and dislikes. That
was great to learn about.”

Ghazaleh Cousin praises the research
methodology, and now plans to run the same
research across different schools and pupil year
groups, to substantiate and extend the initial
results, before draft designs are drawn-up.
“This project introduced new research methods
for us, and ideas and approaches that I’d like to
use again in the future. For instance, the use of
visual elements and collage in the workshops got
pupils more involved and helped them to discuss
their feelings about their likes and dislikes. That
was great to learn about,” Ghazaleh concludes.

Ghazaleh Cousin, Lead User
Researcher, Discovery Education
The pupils designed their own educational websites to help us understand
the critical and preferred elements, and the appropriate look and feel of
websites for KS2 children.
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Could your business benefit
from expert UX insights?
For friendly advice on how we can help
your business, just get in touch.

Call us on +44 (0)20 7240 3388
Email us info@system-concepts.com
Visit our website: www.system-concepts.com
System Concepts Ltd
Headland House, 72 Acton Street,
Kings Cross, London WC1X 9NB

